SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Two valuable certificates for you and your organization

Supply chain and project management are two of the most critical components of a successful organization. Successful project managers not only develop project goals, but help their team reach that goal by guiding, inspiring, and creating harmony. Supply chain managers play an equally important role by managing the critical logistics of an organization. UAH PD Solutions offers programs to help you achieve your professional goals as a project or supply chain manager:

- **Project Management Certificate**  Six course series
- **Integrated Supply Chain Management Certificate**  Four course series
- **PMP® Certification Bootcamp**  Two learning formats available

Expand your knowledge by learning from subject matter experts. Gain a thorough understanding from real-world examples and techniques that you can apply immediately in your organization. Courses are available in the classroom, online, or customized for your organization.

Check out the program details inside.

I wish my training budget was larger so I could use UAH for all my training needs! If you want to build a competent workforce, PD Solutions is the go to training provider.
CORPORATE TRAINING DELIVERS!

The right course | The right time | The right location

Corporate training from UAH PD Solutions is the perfect solution to train a group or launch an organization-wide training program. It is affordable, adapted to your unique training mission, and hassle-free. Volume discounts are available.

See immediate and measurable organization results.

ONLINE LEARNING

Learn anytime and anywhere with 24/7 streaming.

We offer you the flexibility to participate in programs wherever you have a computer and an internet connection. Personalized support through the Canvas platform provides a classroom-like experience by connecting all the digital tools you need in one easy place.

Visit PCS.uah.edu/OnlineLearning for details.
Supply chain business processes, metrics, risk assessment and mitigation, and the impact of information systems and tools are interwoven into each course. Practical exercises include developing supply chain strategies which enable the network to match demand with supply even in the face of uncertainty.

Supply Chain Management Foundation

Gain an overview of integrated supply chains with an emphasis on business process integration for optimal supply chain performance. The SCOR model will be introduced for process modeling and diagnostics. This course serves as executive development for senior managers and executives.

K. Sullivan, 14 hrs, $895
Online: D2518005

Supply Chain Relationship Management

Supply chains encompass end-to-end business processes, which include both suppliers and customers. Learn an essential for success – managing relationships with key business partners.

C. Gardner, 14 hrs, $895
Online: D2518006

The instructor was very knowledgeable and provided real life experiences, which helped me better understand the material. Information in the course is very beneficial and will help me with my day-to-day duties on the job. Course material was just right for the duties at my current position. I now have knowledge that will help me toward future promotions.

Ways to Register

ONLINE  PCS.uah.edu
PHONE  256.824.6010 or 800.448.4031, 8:15 am – 5 pm, M – F
IN PERSON  UAH College of Professional & Continuing Studies, Wilson Hall103, Huntsville, AL 35899-0650
WE ACCEPT  MasterCard, Visa, AMEX, Discover, company POs, & SF-182s

Visit PCS.uah.edu for policies, course information, and instructor bios.
Demand Management

Supply chain performance depends on an organization’s ability to synchronize its production rate with customer demand. Learn basic tools for forecasting and understanding demand patterns, along with techniques for measuring and managing inventory.

J. Paxton, 14 hrs, $895
Online: D2518007

Operations Systems Management

Explore how to develop a seamless process from supplier to organization and to customer segments. Consider cellular vs. modular manufacturing, process selection, line balancing, production layout, and making vs. buying.

N. Loyd, 14 hrs, $895
Online: D2518008

Research and Product Development

Discover the importance of product development process integration in reducing time and cost to market as product life cycles shorten. Develop the keys to successful product development taking into account form, fit, function, and process.

D. Gunther, 14 hrs, $895
Online: D2518009

Supply Chain Strategy Development

Grasp the steps to a supply chain operation strategy that “sees” itself as a customer-facing entity serving the competitive goals of the enterprise. Understand enterprise strategy, business strategy, and developing SC strategy for product demand characteristics. Learn to employ hybrid SC strategies for tailoring to product characteristics.

K. Sullivan, 14 hrs, $895
Online: D2518010
Good project management ensures that projects run smoothly and clients’ expectations are met. Build a solid foundation in project management and ensure your projects are set up for success. Aligned with PMI® framework, each course is responsive to the PMBOK® and is designed to focus on the practical application, particularly in a Government/contractor environment.

**SAVE $400**

by taking the 4-course certificate series or take just 1 course.

---

**Project Management Foundation**

The fundamental project management processes such as: defining requirements, schedules, risk management, and change control are explored. Gain an understanding of how the project management processes are used during each phase of a project to build a better, and more effective project plan.

*R. Hycoop, 21 hrs, $895*

**Campus:** Jan 30 – Feb 20, 2018  |  T, Th  |  5:30 – 8:30 pm

**Online:** D2518011

---

**Project Scope, Cost, and Schedule Management**

Was the project completed on time, aligned with the budget, or satisfied the customer’s requirements? Become skilled with earned value measures, proficient with performance indexes, and build s-curve charts to interpret project trends. Gain the tools to monitor quality, measure performance, and communicate the results in performance reports.

*R. Steele, 21 hrs, $895*

**Campus:** Mar 6 – Apr 3, 2018  |  T, Th  |  5:30 – 8:30 pm

**Online:** D2518012

---

**Project Quality and Risk Management**

Performing good risk assessment is an essential requirement of a successful project management plan. Gain insight into assessment procedures and learn to apply them to decision-making situations. Focus on using a quality management plan with systematic quality controls to address issues and avoid costly reworking expenses.

*C. Gardner, 21 hrs, $895*

**Campus:** Apr 16 – May 7, 2018  |  M, W  |  5:30 – 8:30 pm

**Online:** D2518013

---

**Project Procurement and Contracting Management**

Procurement and contracting have a strong presence in project management – few projects are self-contained and require no contracting requirements. Understand the basic elements of contract, subcontract formation, and management and how they relate to project management activities. Learn about contract types and their influence on projects. Address contracting risks and complexities of contract administration associated with the goal of project completion.

*H. Cleaver, 21 hrs, $895*

**Campus:** Jun 5 – 26, 2018  |  T, Th  |  5:30 – 8:30 pm

**Online:** D2518014

---

The instructor was able to make the complicated material practical, which helped me better understand areas that I was unsure about. The instructor was also great at communicating with me and giving feedback throughout the course.
PMP® Certification Bootcamp

Enhance your skills, knowledge, and qualifications as you prepare for project management certification and related exams. Project Management Professional (PMP®) Certification Bootcamp is an intensive training program that will help you prepare to pass the Project Management Institute’s (PMI®) PMP® exam and provide you with the 40 required contact hours of project management education. The course also prepares individuals to pass the CAPM® (Certified Associate in Project Management) exam.

Course Includes:
- Additional project management knowledge not covered in the PMBOK® Guide but expected to be covered on the exam
- Online PMP® Exam Simulator
- Key information from all chapters in the PMBOK® Guide
- Summary of formulas and definitions

M. Stettner/R. Steele, 40 hrs, $1295**

Campus: Jan 22 – 26, 2018  |  M – F  |  8:00 am – 5:00 pm
Campus: Jun 11 – 15, 2018  |  M – F  |  8:00 am – 5:00 pm
Online: D2518028 (60 days to complete)

** PMI® exam voucher and registration fees not included.

Textbooks Included for both courses:
- A Guide to The Project Management Body of Knowledge
- The PMP® Exam: How to Pass on Your First Try | PMP® Workbook

Project Management Professionals EARN 20% MORE.*

Which PMP® Bootcamp is right for you?

PMP® Certification Bootcamp is a comprehensive five-day bootcamp designed for participants with little time commitment who want to prepare for the PMP® exam.

PMP® Platinum Bootcamp is designed for participants who want to take their time to learn all of the exam material without experiencing information overload. Participants meet online once a week via online video conferencing.

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Check out program details inside!